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BASE
ANNOUNCES 2018 RESIDENCY AWARDS
Elevating Risk and Experimentation in Seattle’s Art Landscape
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(Seattle, WA) Base Co-Founders Dayna Hanson, Peggy Piacenza and Dave Proscia are pleased to announce
the 2018 Base Resident Artists. Each year, Base awards creative residencies to Seattle artists creating bold new
work in disciplines of dance, theater, hybrid performance and multidisciplinary art. Unprecedented in the Seattle
arts landscape, these residencies offer outstanding creative space, a range of resources and a climate in which
artists feel free to take risks and experiment, even as Seattle’s rising cost of living makes it more challenging for
artists to sustain their practices.
2018 Base Residency Awards go to Jade Solomon Curtis, Babette Pendleton and Petra Zanki—three Seattle
chorographers representing distinct aesthetic approaches and concerns. Each resident will receive a residency at
Base, in which they can immerse for two or four weeks on current projects and practices, with the option to
incorporate visual and technical elements into their creative process as well. Residents can also take advantage of
Base’s light and sound systems and 92-seat capacity to share their work with the community.

	
  
JADE SOLOMON CURTIS, February-March; July 2018
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Born in Texas, Jade Solomon Curtis is
a choreographer, dance artist and
Founder/Executive Artistic Director of
Solo Magic, a non-profit arts initiative
that collaborates with innovative artists
to

create

socially

relevant

multi-

disciplinary performances highlighting
dance. For Solo Magic, “Activism is
the Muse.”
A celebrated dancer of Donald Byrd’s
Spectrum Dance Theater for four
seasons, Curtis is also the subject of
an Emmy Award-winning short film, "Jade Solomon Curtis", directed by Ralph Bevins of the Seattle Channel.
Curtis received her BFA in Dance Performance from Southern Methodist University and is the recipient of
fellowships, residencies, and grants from the University of South Carolina, Seattle Office of Arts & Culture, Velocity
Dance Center, Artist Trust and 4Culture. Curtis is currently the Director of the Arts Program for the Pan African
Center for Empowerment (P.A.C.E).
While at Spectrum, Curtis toured throughout the U.S and in Nepal, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka. Since beginning
her solo career in 2015, her solo performances have been commissioned by Seattle Art Museum, Central District
Forum for Art & Ideas and Grammy Award-winning jazz composer John Clayton (NYC). Her work has been
presented by the Seattle International Dance Festival, Velocity Dance Center and Spectrum Dance Theater. In
2016, Curtis was selected to tour Cuba as part of Common Ground Music Project; her solo, “Emancipation,” was
produced as part of the landmark exhibition, “Kehinde Wiley: A New Republic.” Her solo work has also been
commissioned by the Seattle Art Museum and the Northwest African American Museum as a part of “Complex
Exchange: Jacob Lawrence's Great Migration.”
During her four-week residency, Curtis will research and begin to develop an as yet untitled multidisciplinary
evening-length dance work that integrates innovative technology, classical and contemporary dance and activism
to bring to the forefront issues pertaining to marginalized women.
In collaboration with America’s leading Black media-design technologists, original sound design and local
activists, the project asks witnesses to join an immersive experience that exposes the performance space and the
body—and incorporates the use of kinetic energy as an ability to inform and transform individuals. Photo: Nate
Watters.

	
  

	
  
BABETTE PENDLETON: September 2018
Babette

DeLafayette
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creates

activated environments through her
multidisciplinary work as an artist,
curator, and creative entrepreneur.
Babette utilizes her background as a
choreographer
artist

to

build

and

performance

immersive

body-

sculpture, video, and multimedia
based

installations

and

performances. She began her early
training at Baltimore School for the
Arts, Nutmeg Conservatory, Alonzo
King Lines Ballet and received her
BFA from Cornish College of the Arts in Seattle. In 2013 she founded The Pendleton House, a creative entity that
is a conduit for artistic and entrepreneurial collaborations to emerge, allowing for the integration of art, business,
research, and communion. In 2015 she ran a multipurpose art and photography studio called New Tomorrow. She
is currently the artistic/executive director of the Seattle based Yellow Fish Durational Performance Art Festival.
She has been presented at Velocity Dance Center, On the Boards, LoveCityLove, Glass Box Gallery, Chapel
Performance Space, LxWxH Gallery, The Steel Gallery at Gage, 12th Avenue Arts Center, Cornish College of the
Arts, and Hedreen Gallery. Her work has been showcased in Velocity Made in Seattle, Currents New Media
Festival (Santa Fe) , Yellow Fish Durational Performance Festival, Northwest New Works Festival, Next Fest
Northwest, Next Dance Cinema, 12 Minutes Max, Trigger. New Dance Happenings, Akimbo Site–Specific Festival
(Baltimore), High Zero Music Festival (Baltimore), and Decibel Music Festival.
Pendleton will use her two-week Base residency to continue building material for her year-long physical collage
project, Swimming in Air while Rooted in Water. A group work, Swimming in Air while Rooted in Water uses
elements of choreographed movement, large body-sculpture imagery, and installation in a durational capacity.
Through a series of vignettes presented over the course of a year, Pendleton cultivates a personal practice of
sustainability, duration, and exploitation. Photo: Truman Buffet

PETRA ZANKI: April 2018
Petra Zanki is a Seattle-based choreographer and theatre maker originally from Croatia. She pursued her theatre
studies at the Sorbonne in Paris, and was awarded two-year choreographic scholarship from Croatian HIPP-TSP,
and ICK-Amsterdam/Emio Greco. Her insightful take on the international arts curation system, The Curators’
Piece, has been performed all over the world to critical and audience acclaim. In Seattle, she has mounted works
at On the Boards and at Velocity Dance Center. Growing up in Croatia during the war, Petra’s main artistic interest
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remains the transformation of pain into landscapes of beauty for the benefit of humanity. Her recurrent themes are
life and passage of time.
During her two-week residency in
April 2018, Zanki will work with
dancers on the second part of her
dance triptych, Pleasant Place.
The first section was presented at
On the Boards’ Northwest New
Works Festival; the second part,
entitled No Place, is inspired by
pre-Raphaelite paintings, events
of

death

landscapes
Northwest

and
of

birth,
the

the
Pacific

and

plant

neurobiology. In an immersive development period, the dancers will interact with objects, images, text, light,
music, and leverage physicality to create intelligible and visually captivating performance proposals.
No Place is a place of fantasies and desires where the real and surreal blend. It is a paradise lost. During Zanki’s
residency the ensemble will investigate ancestry, personal stories and family histories in order to build
foundational material for the performance of No Place. Photo: Jaclyn Mason and Tyisha Nedd; photo by Petra
Zanki.

More about the Base Artist Residency
Since 2016, Base has awarded residencies to Dylan Ward, Jessica Jobaris, Frank Boyd, ilvs strauss and Markeith
Wiley. Currently awarded to Seattle-based artists by invitation, the Base Residency includes a combination of 40hour and exclusive access to Base’s space, along with:

•

Freedom to transform the space with visual, scenic and technical design elements

•

Technical consultation with Base Technical Director Dave Proscia

•

Creative and professional consultation and mentorship from Base Co-directors Dayna Hanson and/or
Peggy Piacenza

•

The opportunity to share new work with audiences, either informally or formally—from open rehearsals
and showings to exhibitions and performances

The Base Residency offers the rare opportunity to work in an unrestricted way in a well-appointed space. Without
pressure to deliver a finished piece, Base Resident Artists are free to work on specific projects or aspects of their
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creative practice. The 2017 Base Resident Artists join permanent Resident Artists, co-founders Dayna Hanson,
Peggy Piacenza and Dave Proscia, in implementing a visionary model in an inspiring new space.
“Our residency at Base was incredibly productive, and really fun. The vibe was so wonderful. The Base
people were totally responsive and there for us and flexible and very game to help us kind of figure out
wherever we found ourselves each day. But at the same time we felt totally entrusted with the space and
everything in it. If every development period for new work goes half as well as our time at Base did, then
I’m going to be really successful.”
- Frank Boyd, 2017 Base Resident Artist

About Base
Base is a nonprofit organization dedicated to elevating risk and invention in dance, performance and multidisciplinary art.
Seattle’s newest art space and an emerging hub for dance and performance in the South End, Base opened its doors in July
2016 as a new tenant at Equinox Studios’ Creative Industrial Complex in Seattle’s Georgetown neighborhood. Base operates a
2,000 square foot room in Equinox’ Factory building with a sprung floor, 20-foot-high ceiling, light and sound systems, natural
light and a seating capacity of 92. A platform for developing and publicly sharing original work, Base is committed to
addressing experimental artists’ needs for time, space, creative freedom and critical discourse.
Support for Base
The innovative model of Base is possible through the generosity of the organization’s Circle of Support: Ben Goosman, Nancy
Guppy, Joan Hanna, Ahsan Kabir, Glenn Kawasaki, Heather Kravas, Nikolai Lesnikov, Len Lewicki, Wade Madsen, Steve
Oliver, John and JoAnn Proscia, Sarah Rudinoff, Carlo Scandiuzzi, Bob Carver, Annette Toutonghi, Case Van Rij and
anonymous donors. Additional financial support provided by Carlo Scandiuzzi, John Robinson and John Vadino & Mary Kay
Bisigniano. 2016 and 2017 Base Residencies were made possible with support from Bossak Heilbron Charitable Foundation.
Get to Base
Base is located on 5th Avenue South between Michigan and River Streets. A half-mile west of the restaurants, bars and shops
of Georgetown’s Airport Way, Base is situated within Equinox Studios/Creative Industrial Complex, a city block of studios and
spaces where artists of all disciplines create, collaborate and cooperate.
Directions
Transit: 131, 132, 60, 124, 106
About the Founders
Base is the project of three veteran Seattle artists: choreographer, filmmaker and multidisciplinary artist Dayna Hanson;
choreographer/performer Peggy Piacenza; and Dave Proscia, light designer, visual artist, performer and musician. Hanson,
Piacenza and Proscia first worked together on Dirty Work, a dance theater piece by 33 Fainting Spells that was presented at
On the Boards in 2001, during Dave’s tenure as director of OtB’s Studio Theater. For the last 15 years, the three artists have
worked together on many projects, including the 2013 feature film, Improvement Club.
Hanson, Piacenza and Proscia formed Base to answer their need for a creative home that would support their ongoing artistic
output, both as individual artists and collaborators. But the doors of this new home are open to the community as well, at a
time when the Seattle arts community’s need for space is acute. The co-founders’ core values as artists—freedom,
experimentation, rigor and grit—pervade the space and, in turn, the Base residency experience.

	
  

	
  
Staff:
Dayna Hanson, Co-director
Peggy Piacenza, Co-director
Dave Proscia, Technical director
Allison Burke, Operations manager
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Board of Directors:
Sarah Rudinoff, President
Lauren Gallow, Secretary
Alex Hyman
Sara Jinks
Jim Kent

Base
206 850 3613
6520 5th Ave S #122
Seattle, WA 98108
info@thisisbase.org
www.thisisbase.org
facebook.com/thisisbase
@baseartspace
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